ARCTIC MOSS
NATURAL MOSS TILES, ISLANDS & SPHERES
Add stunning opulence to your interiors

YOUR WALL AND
CEILING EXPERTS
Saving you time, money and worry.

LEAVE IT TO US
We're experts at what we do so you're in safe hands. Walls
and ceilings can be surprisingly complex. Rely on us to look
after all the details - saving you time, money and worry.

>

We work with you to develop bespoke ideas and solve design
challenges to create stunning results for your special interior.

>

We love what we do! We are passionate about Making Spaces
Matter – and we have fun while we do it.

>

Despatching nationwide - and beyond - from our HQ and factory
in Cornwall, we ensure reliable response times and delivery.

>

For complex solutions, our in-house CAD capabilities enable
us to 3D model complex ceilings and walls to ensure precise
interface with support work and other elements, helping your
project run smoothly.

>

EXCEPTIONAL WALL AND CEILING
SYSTEMS, DESIGNED AND BUILT BY US,
WITH PASSION, SKILL AND DEDICATION
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We use our technical expertise to incorporate access
requirements and service integrations to best effect - whether by
fully accessible systems or specific purpose-made access hatches.

>

Whether your project requires a simple panel layout or a
detailed drawing package (setting out drawings, installation
sequence and critical detailing), our experienced draftsmen will
look after it all.

>

For technically demanding projects, you are assigned one of our
dedicated Project Leaders. Their role is to liaise with you and our
production team, bringing your design to life.

>

Your Project Leader will guide you through the process from
inital order, through drawings approval and will provide support
and advice for your installation - we’re here to help you every
step of the way.

"The service and help we
had from the team at Vtec
was first class. Everyone I
spoke to was very helpful
and the project ran
smoothly... I am very happy
with the end result."
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CREATE THE MOOD
GREAT CREATIVE SCOPE
AND VISUAL IMPACT
Enhanced atmosphere leads to increased
footfall, longer dwell time and higher
revenue. Visual impact is essential when
enhancing the atmosphere, so selecting
the right wall finish can make the vital
difference to achieving your return on
investment. That is where we can help.
Vtec Arctic Moss tiles, islands and
spheres are made from natural Reindeer
Moss, preserved to make it maintenance
free and designed for quick installation.
It’s the perfect way to bring a touch
of nature inside, without the ongoing
upkeep of a living wall.
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UNIQUE WALLS
Visually exceptional, creating
a vibrant look to brighten up
any space!

QUICK INSTALLATION
Quick and easy to install,
supplied with fixings.

BIOPHILLIC VIBRANCY
Arctic Moss is perfect for
bringing a touch of nature
inside, for a relaxing and
warm ambiance.

NATURAL PRODUCT
Real reindeer moss, harvested
by hand from the forest floor
for a truly natural feel.

ADAPTABLE DESIGN
Different sized and shaped
tiles, islands and spheres for
excellent creative scope and
visual impact.

COLOUR RANGE
A wide range of colours
available to support your
creative designs.

EASY INTEGRATION
Integrates well with other
elements from Vtec’s Cork
and Metal ranges.

MAINTENANCE FREE
Arctic Moss is preserved to
make it maintenance free, so
it is an ideal alternative to a
living wall.
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INTRODUCING ARCTIC MOSS
Arctic Moss is a natural product,
providing the perfect way to enhance
your space with biophillic vibrancy.
>

Harvested by hand from the forest floor then
preserved and coloured with natural dyes

>

Bring a touch of nature inside, without the
ongoing upkeep of a living wall

>

Integrated with a hook-and-loop backing fabric
for secure, quick and easy installation

>

16 different colours, providing excellent
creative scope

>

Tiles an be easily cut to shape

>

Acoustic properties to
soak up sound

>

No intensive
maintenance needed
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COLOURFUL,
VERSATILE
AND QUICK TO
INSTALL

TILES, ISLANDS
AND SPHERES
FOR A CREATIVE,
VIBRANT SPACE
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BENEFITS OF
ARCTIC MOSS

NATURAL LOOK AND FEEL

BRILLIANT DESIGN FLEXIBILITY

BRING A TOUCH OF NATURE INSIDE WITH
REAL REINDEER MOSS

ENHANCE YOUR SPACE WITH BIOPHILLIC
VIBRANCY

Arctic Moss is a natural product, harvested
by hand from the forest floor. It is the
beautiful lichen that forms large mats,
growing on the surface of bare soil or gravel.

Arctic Moss is the perfect way to bring a
touch of nature inside, without the ongoing
upkeep of a living wall.

Real reindeer moss is preserved and coloured
with natural dyes to create stunning impact.
It’s not only fire retardant and generally
maintenance free, it’s also an excellent
way of introducing natural elements into
interiors.
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Available in Tiles, Islands or Spheres in a wide
range of colours, Arctic Moss offers great scope
for creative design. Tiles can be used on curves
and it’s easy to cut different patterns and
shapes.

QUICK TO INSTALL
EASY TO INSTALL AND MAINTAIN
Arctic Moss is easy to install and is the
perfect way to enhance your space with
biophillic vibrancy.
Tiles are quick to install, creating a seamless
finish even on large walls. Islands and
spheres are equally as easy to install and
come with full installation kits.

Arctic Moss is the perfect system for
enhancing the ambience and adding value to
your interior and its performance.
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SELECT STYLE

TILES

SPECIFYING
ARCTIC MOSS

SPHERES

ISLANDS

Use as individual tiles or create a vibrant wall

Three sizes and varying shapes for interest

Cutting different patterns and shapes is easy
and enhances the unique possibilities of your
design. Flexible and ideal for curved surfaces.

Used as a single item, Arctic Moss Islands are
a highlight in any space; by clustering a large
group they create a spectacular interior design
solution. Easy to install and move if required.

Four sizes for a unique feel

Designed to bring focus to the upper part of a
room. Spheres can be used singularly, in groups
or hung above one another to provide a soft
and appealing highlight to your interior design.

1 SELECT STYLE
2 SELECT COLOUR
3 sPECIFICATION WORDING

NOMINAL SIZE: 40 x 60 x 5cm (38 x 58cm
cover dimensions)

>

WEIGHT: 1.2kg / tile

>

APROXIMATE THICKNESS: 5cm

>
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SIZE

THICKNESS

WEIGHT

S

27 x 26 cm

10 cm

0.6 kg each

M

44 x 36 cm

12 cm

1.4 kg each

L

57 x 47 cm

14 cm

2.1 kg each

SIZE

WEIGHT

XS

Ø 23 cm

1.0 kg each

S

Ø 33 cm

2.2 kg each

M

Ø 37 cm

3.0 kg each

L

Ø 60 cm

7.6 kg each
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SELECT COLOUR

Choose from 16 vibrant colours

Lime Green 13

Olive Green 16

Leaf Green 26

Dark Green 25*

Orange 66

Red 11

Brown 85*

Natural 00**

Yellow 06

Fall Yellow 10

May Green 15

Apple 35

Fuschis 45

Blue 02

Marine 03

Black 99*

* These colours are susceptible to colour variation. ** Natural 00 is not coloured, and in time can change yellow/brownish due to natural changes.
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Please note that due to the natural elements used in creating Arctic Moss Tiles, Islands and Spheres, they are subject to variation of colour and dimensions, between items and
batches. Please note that images of these products are only indicative of the finished product. We reserve the right to alter specifications and details without notice.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
FIRE SAFETY
Arctic Moss is an effective flame retardant material
and retards the ignition of the underlay material
used. It fulfils the fire classificaiton B s2 d0 - testing
requirement DIN EN 13501-1:2010:01.
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Arctic Moss absorbs sound, in particular the
frequencies at which speech occurs. With a
coefficient of 0.45, Arctic Moss is a Class D sound
absorber.

HANDLING & MAINTENANCE
Arctic Moss is suitable only for indoor use. It
should not be installed in direct sunlight.
Handle carefully wearing gloves. Arctic Moss does
not need any special maintenance.
If the interior’s relative humidity (RH) is under
40%, moss dries and may break easily. Above 40%,
it will start to soften and at higher levels will stay
soft. (Industry advice is that appropriate RH levels
for an office environment should be around 50%).
In drier locations, there can be some dropping of
moss particles, which can be simply vacuumed up.

INSTALLATION
TILES

ISLANDS

SPHERES

Arctic Moss Tiles are quick and
easy to install seamlessly, even
on large walls.

Arctic Moss Islands can be
attached to the wall with an
installation plate developed
especially for this purpose.
This installation plate also
enables adjustments of the
product on the wall and
makes it easy to move it if
desired.

Metal eye supplied with
brackets. Hanging wire,
wire clamps, screw hook
and screw anchor included
for hanging. Screw metal
eye bracket to ceiling and
connect hanging wire to both
the bracket and Arctic Moss
Sphere.

Supplied withinstallation
kit for wall installation. Fix
installation plate to wall, hook
the Arctic Moss Island onto it.

Spheres can be suspended
from each other. Please
ensure adequate support
for the combined weight is
provided.

Supplied with hook and
fastener tape. Can also be
installed using adhesive or
screw fastenings. The hook
tape installation method
offers limitless re-variation
possibilities.
Can be cut with scissors or a
snap off knife. A single tile can
be bent into a diameter of 50cm.
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Please refer to our installation guide for full details.
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BIOPHILLIC AND ACOUSTIC
BREAKOUT AREA
THE BRIEF

END RESULTS

This recently completed project was
an office refurbishment for a global
business adviser. Itfeatures a large,
open space with exposed ceilings and
sparse, flexible partitioning, embracing
the concept of agile working and
flexibility.

The open plan kitchen and breakout
area was enhanced with a beautiful
feature using Vtec’s biophilic Arctic
Moss, adorning the walls around
the acoustic booths, which were
inset for increased visual and aural
privacy.

The stylish monochrome colour
palette is softened by an occasional
injection of fabrics and soft furnishing,
including strategically placed freestanding acoustic booths.

Natural, sustainable and virtually
maintenance-free, it can be used
in many different environments to
create interiors that are visually and
mentally stimulating.
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STUNNING OFFICE FOR
INTERIOR DESIGN COMPANY
THE BRIEF

END RESULTS

This young and exciting interior
design company moved to a new office
premises, which they transformed into
a modern and comfortable workspace.

The design team used a combination
of colours and textures to create a
comfortable and visually stimulating
office that has all the elements
to encourage a thriving working
environment with a healthy balance
of work and play.

Thoughtfully planned out and
meticulously executed, this bright, and
airy office includes everything – from
a spacious receptions area, elegant
boardroom and comfortable work
stations to a breakout and pool playing
areas – to meet the ever-increasing
demands of a modern workplace.

Warm, earthy tones introduced
natural and highly textural detail,
improving space acoustics.
The Pool Playing area features
a striking layered texture wall,
finished in hues of vibrant blues and
includes coloured Cork, Soft Panels
and Arctic Moss in Blue 02 and
Marine 03.
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vtecgroup.co.uk
Contact our technical team to discuss your
application, samples or other questions.
We’re here to help.

London Showroom The Design Hub, Clerkenwell,
47 Gee Street, London, EC1V 3RS
Head Office and Manufacturing Vtec Group Ltd, Unit 3
Cooksland Industrial Estate, Bodmin, Cornwall, PL31 2QB
Call
Email
Visit

03307 00 00 30
sales@vtecgroup.co.uk
vtecgroup.co.uk

